I, Adriana LaGrange, Minister of Education, pursuant to Sections 126, 129, 260(7) and 260(8) of the Education Act, make the Order in the attached Appendix, being The Continuance of the Francophone Education Regions and Francophone Regional Authorities Order.

DATED at Edmonton, Alberta, _August 15_ , 2019.
APPENDIX

MINISTERIAL ORDER (# 035 / 2019 )

EDUCATION ACT

The Continuance of the Francophone Education Regions and Francophone Regional Authorities Order

WHEREAS pursuant to Section 260(7) of the Education Act, a Francophone Education Region established under the former School Act is deemed to be a Francophone education region established under the Education Act;

AND WHEREAS pursuant to Section 260(8) of the Education Act, a Francophone Regional authority established under the former School Act is deemed to be a Francophone regional authority established under the Education Act;

1 Pursuant to Sections 126, 129, and 260 (7) and (8) of the Education Act, the name of the following Francophone education regions and their corresponding Francophone regional authority shall be in the following form:

(a) The Northwest Francophone Education Region and The Francophone Regional Authority of Northwest Francophone Education Region and The Separate School Trustees of the Francophone Regional Authority of Northwest Francophone Education Region.

(b) The East Central Francophone Education Region and The Francophone Regional Authority of East Central Francophone Education Region and The Separate School Trustees of the Francophone Regional Authority of East Central Francophone Education Region.
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(c) The Greater North Central Francophone Education Region and The Francophone Regional Authority of Greater North Central Francophone Education Region and The Separate School Trustees of the Francophone Regional Authority of Greater North Central Francophone Education Region.

(d) The Southern Francophone Education Region and The Francophone Regional Authority of Southern Francophone Education Region and The Separate School Trustees of the Francophone Regional Authority of Southern Francophone Region.

This Order shall be in effect on September 1, 2019.